This paper presents a novel structure-aware method for visual tracking. The proposed tracker relies on keypoint regions as salient and stable elements that encode the object structure efficiently. In addition to the object structural properties, the appearance model also includes global color features that we first use in a probabilistic approach to reduce the search space. The second step of our tracking procedure is based on keypoint matching to provide a preliminary prediction of the target state. Final prediction is then achieved by exploiting object structural constraints, where target keypoints vote for the corrected object location. Once the object location is obtained, we update the appearance model and structural properties, allowing to track targets with changing appearance and non-rigid structures. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed Structure-Aware Tracker (SAT) outperforms recent state-of-the-art trackers in challenging scenarios, especially when the * Corresponding author Email addresses: wassim.bouachir@polymtl.ca (Wassim Bouachir), gabilodeau@polymtl.ca (Guillaume-Alexandre Bilodeau) Preprint submitted to Image and Vision Computing July 23, 2015 target is partly occluded and in moderately crowded scenes.
robustness to occlusions. In our search strategy, probabilistic tracking and deterministic keypoint matching are used sequentially to provide a prelimi-23 nary estimate of the target state. Object internal structural constraints are 24 then applied in a correction step to find an accurate prediction. Our ap-25 proach for representing the object structure is related to previous works on Another approach for encoding structure consists in using keypoints, since 125 they are more significant than random overlapped patches. In this direction, In our work, we argue and demonstrate through our experiments that keypoint regions are more efficient than random patches in encoding the 146 structure, as they correspond to salient and stable patches invariably de- 
Motivation and overview

170
The proposed method is illustrated in figure 1 where we aim to track a 171 partly occluded face. First, we apply a color-based particle filtering. This 
177
Note that the preliminary prediction considers only the matching scores 178 of the particles and thus does not guarantee an accurate localization. This is 179 illustrated in figure 1b, where the circular shape representing the best particle 180 includes pixels from the background and from the occluding object. Knowing 181 the internal structure of the target, our idea is to perform a correction step by applying internal structural constraints to improve target prediction. In 183 practice, this is carried out by a voting mechanism where available features
184
(unoccluded) determine the exact position of the target ( figure 1c and 1d) .
185
Once the target is predicted, the appearance model including keypoints and 186 their structural constraints is updated according to an evaluation criterion
187
(that we define in section 3.5). function k(x) that assigns smaller weights to pixels farther from the center.
207
The color histogram is thus computed for the h pixels inside the target region 208 according to the equation:
where 
Note that the tricube function was selected among various kernel func-213 tions, as it allows the best experimental result. We also note that any other 214 color space could be used instead of RGB.
215
The proposed system should be able to handle many difficult scenarios, -generate a random number r i ∈ [0, 1]
3:
-find the particle s
t−1 with the smallest j verifying c
-generate a new particle s (i) t for the selected particle s
-evaluate similarity betweenp -compute the weight π
10: -compute cumulative probabilities c (n) t thus we avoid using an additional mechanism to track and distinguish dis- 
Reducing the search space 236
The target search is firstly guided by particle filtering [30] . Each particle 237 is a circular region characterized by its color distribution as explained above.
238
The possible target states at frame t are represented by N weighted particles the distance between the two distributions as:
where
is the Bhattacharyya coefficient betweenq andp
t .
245
After generating N particles on the current frame, the area covered by the 
, where c (1) = π (1) . In this 253 manner, for each particle
allow a random particle selection (see steps 2 and 3 in Alg. 1). Our space 255 reduction algorithm is summarized in Alg. 1. -compute Euclidian distance with features from RF 4:
-update matching scores for the particles containing f with the Gaussian probability density function:
where x f is the relative location of x with respect to the keypoint coordi- is estimated by: Update. It has been previously shown that an adaptive target model,
309
evolving during the tracking, is the key to good performance [31] . In our 310 algorithm, the target model (including color, keypoints, and structural con-311 straints) is updated every time we achieve a good tracking using a discrimina- factor α as follows:
where µ 
where the new correlation estimate is:
with µ were tuned to optimize the performance of the tracker:
363
• N * : the number of particles defining the reduced search space.
364
• θ u : the threshold on the percentage of pixels belonging to the target 365 that is required to update the appearance model.
366
• θ p the persistence threshold used to determine if the keypoint should 367 be removed from the reservoir. figure 6 , and 2) the overlap ratio versus the frame number presented in figure   382 7. These plots are useful for understanding more in details the behavior of 
Experimental results
387
Long-time occlusion: Figure 2 demonstrates the performance of the 388 compared trackers when tracking faces under long-time partial occlusions.
389
In the Occluded face 1 and the wbook sequences, the target faces remain is also designed to handle occlusions using a scheme that considers only the the use of a small number of particles to limit the keypoint detection region.
510
Indeed, the target may undergo large displacements between consecutive 511 frames due to fast movements or low frame rates (e.g. real-time tracking 512 using a remote IP camera). As a result, the target object may be located 
Conclusion
519
In this paper, we proposed a robust tracking algorithm named SAT 520 (Structure Aware Tracker). Our core idea is to exploit the structural prop- 
